






 

 

 

 

 

September 6, 2011 

Twelfth Night. Pig Iron Theatre Company, the crown prince of the radical avant-garde, 
goes mainstream: This year it's Shakespeare, the comfy Suzanne Roberts Theatre, the 
works. Which is not to say its Twelfth Night is not a wild rumpus of a show, full of wailing 
gypsy music (by Rosie Langabeer) played by an (overused) band, and stuffed with 
terrific performances. 

Shakespeare's Twelfth Night is about twins, gender confusion, and love - passionate, 
crazy, I'll-die-if-I-don't-have-you love. Pig Iron's Twelfth Night is about all that stuff but 
gives the drunks, the cruel noblemen, and the rude servants much more stage time. 

One of the many casting triumphs is that Sarah Sanford (splendid as Viola disguised as 
a boy) and Blake DeLong (playing her long-lost twin brother Sebastian) look ridiculously 
alike. Another is Dito van Reigersberg's hilariously elegant Duke Orsino. 

The surprise is Scott Greer as Feste the Fool. It is a brilliant and subtle and funny 
performance, and never have I heard the delicate "Hey, ho, the wind and the rain" sung 
more movingly. 

The messy set (designed by Maiko Matsushima) makes great use of a skateboard ramp 
as characters use it to zoom in and out. Dan Rothenberg directs with his usual bizarre 
élan. 

- Toby Zinman 
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Twelfth Night  

Opening night of a Pig Iron Live Arts show is an EVENT, the 
epitome of avant garde cachet. But last night it looked like the 
occasion would be, well, mainstream — the performance of a 
popular Shakespeare play in a beautiful theater. 
 
The question has been floating around: Why is an experimental 
theater company, celebrated for blazing trails and creating new 
material, presenting a text-based warhorse at the Live Arts 
Festival? This Twelfth Night is not transposed into new work, like 
for instance, their Isabella (’07), which was a re-imagined 
Measure for Measure. Questions are whispered in worried tones: 
Is Pig Iron turning into just another first-rate acting company?  

 
Do the experimenters look at tackling an oft-performed Shakespeare gem as an 
experiment? It’s a relief to be able to report that they can produce a rollicking, not quite 
traditionally staged play with their inimitable POV, physicality, intelligence, attention to 
detail, inspired set design & costuming, and music. Gypsy music. . .why not?  
 
I’ve enjoyed seeing multiple Twelfth Nights (including the all male production at the New 
Globe when Mark Rylance was artistic director). Wonderful actors have handled each of 
the play’s roles. But I have never seen better than Sarah Sanford’s lovestruck, boyish, 
feminine interpretation of Viola / Cesario in this Pig Iron production.  
 
All of these actors give el primo performances: Blake Delong, Scott Greer, Birgit 
Huppuch, Charleigh Parker, Andy Paterson, Sarah Sanford, James Sugg, Alex Torra, 
Dito van Reigersberg. And the musicians enchant too. 
 
As inimitable self-centered Duke Orsino, Dito van Reigersberg enjoys his lovesickness 
until he (along with Olivia and Sebastian) learns to love the one you’re with. James 
Sugg brings exuberance to inebriated, carousing Sir Toby, who is centrally positioned to 
carry much of the weight of the show. Michael Sean McGuinness provides dignity as 
poor, officious Malvolio who suffers from an excess of decorum and an unsuitable love 
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for his boss. Perhaps the production goes a bit too far in making him appear more 
foolish than he already is in his cross gartered yellow stockings.  
 
Scott Greer is an inspired choice to play Feste, the melancholy, some might say cranky, 
fool. Greer has gravitas even in his half-bald fright wig, and his performance of the 
famous, sobering little closing song is beautiful in its simplicity. (Is there a parallel here 
between the lyrics about leaving childish stuff behind and growing up, and Pig Iron 
maturing, opening a school, and settling in?)  
 
Pig Iron’s director Dan Rothenberg must be heavy duty into infrastructure, as his whole 
approach appears to be from the inside out, rather than the norm, which is vice versa. 
The actors’ attentiveness to the basics of character and situation, reflex to action and 
movement, and their way of playing off each other make this performance tick. The 
many little touches, like the antics of two nearly identical attendants, add to the hilarity. 
Still, Twelfth Night’s darker tones just surface from under the excessive revelry and 
party 'til you drop ‘tude.  
 
And where is Pig Iron headed? The only thing we can be pretty sure of is that whatever 
course they take, with their vision and their singular and combined talents, they’ll 
continue turning out some of the best theater that Philadelphia or any place else has to 
offer. At Suzanne Roberts Theatre. 2 hours and 45 minutes. 1 intermission. Live Arts 
Festival. 

 




